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1. Look and listen

• Look to the movie,
listen en take notes of what you see and hear.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We listen to each other – plenum        Focus on the things you find most important

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pbz9g9OvOuI&spfreload=10


• What are the needs of the different children ?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Why do you observe ?  How do you observe ?  What do you observe ?



The child and his environment matters
We focus on the power, the talents, the
development of the child !

We see the power of growing of the child on 
his/her rythm.



• We get to know the children by observing them. We get to 
know them better in more and more facets.
– How are my children?
– How do they feel ?
– What are their interests?
– What are they good at?
– What do they like?
– How do they respond to activities? 
– What are the needs of the children ?

• BECAUSE early childhood education (ECE) = tuning to the child
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• If we as teachers know the children better, we can help and 
support all the children
– to feel good or to feel in balance
– to enjoy
– to be linked with others
– to support their development 
– to grow up in their own way
– …
We can adapt our way of teaching, coaching, loving, taking 
care of children.



The questions we ask ourselves: 

• Do all children get the neccesary warmth, light, care and 
stimuli?

• Does every child benefit from the efforts made by the 
responsible adults? 

• Is the educational environment sufficiently effective for ALL 
the children?

• Are children developing, is their development evolving? 



Focus on the child! 

Not only on the outcomes
or results!

• Education for everybody in the classroom                  Zimbabwe, 2015

• Observation of all children in the classroom 



Introduction   : focus on PROCESS
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2. Observe and look

Observe with the different signals

• Look and listen
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http://lerenkunjeobserveren.nl/artikelen/observeren-wat-hoe/interpreteren.html


HOW do we observe well-being
Signals of well-being - ESORV

• Enjoyment
– facial expression
– singing, laughing, glinstening eyes, …
– or enjoying in silence (!)
– … 

• Spontaneity
– ‘putting themselves out there’
– being themselves
– …



• Openness
– no fear or anxiety for what

happens
– ‘take it all in’
– accept encouregments, a hug, 

comfort, … 



• Relaxed and inner peace
– being at ease
– muscles are relaxed, not cramped
– no tics or grimaces, no stress 
– can be exuberant at the same time (!)
– …

• Vitality
– energy, ‘full of life’
– ‘colourful’
– facial expression: vived, glowing, … 
– body expression: feeling ‘big’, no 

dropped shoulders
– … 



How does the child feel? 

• Like a fish in water

“These children show us that they are doing well, that they 
feel absolutely fine. They enjoy what they are doing and are 
self-confident, full of energy and relaxed, even in fairly new 
situations. They fully experience what is happening. They 
get satisfied by interactions with the teacher, the other 
children, the classroom and school.” (Ferre Laevers)

• Spontaneity, vitality, assertiveness, pleasure, … 
through self-confidence, self esteem, resilience and being well 
in touch with own feelings



Well-being originates in the satisfaction of one or 
more basic needs (Maslow)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Well-being is process!



• Well-being is not a structural characteristic: PROCESS 
• Factors that have an influence on well-being

–context; situation at home, at school, at the moment, … 

– personal competences and characteristics, talents, state of mind, 
… 

–basis: self-esteem, being in touch with your own feelings



Level Well-Being Signals

1 Extremely Low 
The child clearly shows signals of discomfort: is angry, cries, 
screams, looks sad or frightened, hurts him/herself or others, 
doesn’t respond to the environment and avoids contact.

2 Low

The posture, facial expression and actions indicate that the child
does not feel at ease. However, the signals are less explicit than
under level 1 or the sense of discomfort is not expressed the whole
time.

3 Moderate

The child has a neutral posture. Facial expression and posture show 
little or no emotion. Indifferent. There are no or alternating signals
of sadness or pleasure, comfort or discomfort. Contacts are 
superficial. 

4 High
The child shows obvious signs of satisfaction (as listed under level 
5). However, these signals are not constantly present with the same
intensity.

5 Extremely High

The child enjoys, in fact it feels great: looks happy and smiles, is 
spontaneous and expressive, is relaxed and open, engaging with
the environment and is lively and expresses self-confidence and
self-assurance.



WHEN do we observe well-being

• When? During activities, breaks, when the child is playing/working, 
on the playground … 

• Period and frequence? 
– scanning: ca. 2 minutes of observation
– screening: observations over a longer a period (several weeks)
Your interpretation must be based on multiple observations on 
different times during the day/week/year, during different (kinds 
of) activities, with a different degree of guidance/independant
work, … 



• What/Who is contributing or weakening the well-being?

Linkedness :  well-being in relations
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• In relation to the adult (teacher/coach/pedagogue)
to other children
to contextual aspects/setting
to family members
to SOCIETY 

Linkedness :  well-being in relations



What to do when the level of well-being is 
(extremely) low?

• First of all: further investigation if needed!

• Offering support, intervene
– question your activities, communication, …
– activating the child to fulfill the basic needs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Every child can get frustrated sometimes, even when the level of well-being is highWell-being in relation to the adult, to the other children, to the contextual aspects, to the family members



From (group) screening to (group) interventions

GOAL: create wellbeing and involvement
• Action point 1: reconfigure classroom into corners
• Action point 2: fill and dress the corners thoroughly
• Action point 3: add new materials and activities
• Action point 4: raise the interest of pre-schoolers to discover and 

think of and offer appropriate activities 
• Action point 5: during activities give impulses for children to 

become more involved
• Action point 6: expand the free pre-schooler initiative and support it 

with rules and regulations 
• Action point 7: explore and improve the relationship with and 

between all pre-schoolers 
• Action point 8: offer activities that help pre-schoolers to get to 

know the world of feelings, relationships and values

Presenter
Presentation Notes
FOR SPOOR 2 OF PGKVTwo more action pointsAction point 9: supervise and help children with social and emotional problems  Action point 10: supervise and help students with development problems



Why a high level of well-being

– makes the child stronger
– makes experiences more intense 
– stimulates a good (emotional) development



3. Involvement

THE QUALITY OF LEARNING AND DEVELOPMENT

“Involvement is like ‘a state of flow’. There’s a mental energy 
running through you. An energy that releases from within 
because conditions are good and satisfying. That state of flow 
can suddenly appear and slowly disappear again. Or it can hold 
on for a long time.” (Csikszentmihayli, 1979)

• High level of concentration, intensity in actions, open to experiences, 
intrinsically motivated, the urge to explore can be satisfied, … 

This guarantees deep level learning and development!
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Involvement



• Concentration
– intense focus on what they’re doing
– ‘forget everything around them’
– facial and body expressions: for example intently looking or dreaming

away
– … 

• Persistency
– ‘they can not be distracted from what they are doing’
– loss of sense of time 
– … 

HOW do we observe involvement
Signals of involvement



• Openness and accurancy
– alert for experiences, for new challenges
– willing to do the best they can
– acting accurate, with great detail and precision instead of working fast

and with few detail 
– … 

• Intense mental activity
– observations are vivid
– actions are ‘lived’, they’re ‘touched’ by the actions and these 

experiences are transferred to other situations and expressions
– they’re eager to express their experiences
– … 



• Motivation and satisfaction
– intrinsically motivated
– driven from within
– satisfying: know better, understand better, do better, loved to do it, … 
– … 

• Urge to explore
– trying to understand, to know, to experience, to act, to be, … 
– ‘to get grip on reality’
– … 



Involvement

• Look,  again
• How are the children involved
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pbz9g9OvOuI&spfreload=10


Level t Examples

1
Extremely

Low
= NO

The child hardly shows any activity: no concentration, daydreams, has an
absent/passive attitude, displays no signs of exploration or interests, doesn’t partake in 
goal-oriented activity and doesn’t seem to be taking anything in.

2 Low  = NO
The child shows some degree of activity but which is often interrupted: limited
concentration, often looking away during activities and dreaming, is easily distracted
and action only leads to limited results.

3
Moderate  = 

?

The child is busy the whole time, but without real concentration: attention is 
superficial, doesn’t become absorbed in activities and these activities are short lived, 
limited motivation, does not feel challenged and the child does not use his/her 
capabilities or imagination to the full extent

4 High = YES

There are clear signs of involvement, but these are not always present to their full 
extent: engaged in activities without interruption, displays real concentration although
sometimes the attention can be more superficial, the child feels challenged and
motivated, the activities engage the child’s capabilities and imagination to a certain
extent.

5
Extremely 
High  = YES

During the episode of observation the child is continuously engaged in the activity
and completely absorbed in it: completely focused and concentrating on the activity
without interruption, highly motivated and perseveres, is alert and shows precision and
intense mental activity, not easily distracted, even by strong stimuli, the child addresses
his/her full capabilities/imagination and enjoys being engrossed in the activity.



Digital tool used in Flanders: https://www.looqin.eu/

https://www.looqin.eu/po/app/index.php/dashboard/index/2504/




WHEN do we observe involvement

• When? During activities, breaks, when the child is playing/working, 
on the playground … 

• Period and frequence? 
– scanning: ca. 2 minutes of observation
– screening: observations over a longer a period (several weeks)
Your interpretation must be based on multiple observations on 
different times during the day/week/year, during different (kinds 
of) activities, with a different degree of guidance/independant
work, … 



4. Holistic view on development
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self
esteem

emotional

social

religious

moral

physical

sensoric

expression
(art, music, 

…)

cognitive

language

self help

Focus on different parts of development - child



Example of class screening





conclusion : focus on PROCESS
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